
Preparing your business
for the unknown.



Are you
prepared?

Having a digital strategy is an essential necessity for sustainability. 

It is important for your business to have the tools to assess, optimise

and act early with agility. 

During this time it will equip your business with a core capability to 

prosper, operate with confidence and seize new market share from 

deflating competitors. 

Optimise 
Spend

Agility 

Operations

Operating a business during this evolving economic environment is 

challenging.  Do you cut costs? Do you spend more? Do you try 

something different? Can you operate at 100% with remote staff?  



However the “economic uncertainty” plays out, with REDD as your partner, you 

will have the right foundations to safeguard stability and a digital plan that can 

be leveraged to accelerate past your competitors.

How we can help
get you prepared.

Immediate cost-savings1

Digital risk assessment2

Security measures3

Current digital environment position4

Pinpoints efficiency potentials5

Aligns digital to achieve business goals6

Digital strategy for growth, agility and scalability7

FIND IMMEDIATE COST SAVINGS

AGILITY FOR LEAN OPERATIONS 
THROUGH TECHNOLOGY

A FUTURE PROOF DIGITAL PLAN 
TO EXCEL PAST COMPETITORS



Infrastructure1

User licenses2

Core systems3

MSP4

Communications5

Data storage6

Print management7

We provide a break down of your digital spend and how you can optimise 

your costs and maximise technology performance. We guarantee that 

our Digital MRI will immediately reduce your technology costs across 

these areas:

Reducing costs
the smart way.

25%

ON AVERAGE WE HAVE REDUCED LICENSING COSTS FOR OUR CLIENTS BY



Our Digital MRI is a comprehensive assessment that reviews 

and benchmarks your business’s current IT environment against 

industry standards. It identifies manual workflows, inefficiencies, 

underutilised licenses, outdated or insecure infrastructure, digital 

spend and unoptimised processes that are costing your business 

money and resources.

Our team of experts analyse your strategic goals, 

workflows, infrastructure, core systems and more to provide 

tailored recommendations to increase efficiency, drive value and 

reduce costs across your business. Our Digital MRI provides you 

with a clear path forward to developing your engagement with 

technology to boost you ahead of your competition.

How we
do this.



Who
we are.
We exist because organisations are uninformed about 

excessive IT spend and struggle to leverage the power 

of technology.

We bridge the gap between business and technology. 

Our digital experts work with you to build innovative 

technology solutions tailored to your business.

We challenge the status quo by providing our clients 

with cost-saving solutions and innovative technology 

that immediately reduces digital spend and improves 

performance.

Drive Growth

Digitally Enabled

Keep Pace



Our Digital MRI is guaranteed to find cost-savings 

within your business. In addition, it will provide you 

with a digital strategy and transformation roadmap. 

§ Uncovered $552K savings in current digital 
spend for a leading franchise client.

§ Uncovered $1.8M savings in current digital 
spend for a leading ASX listed multi-national.

§ Uncovered $250K per annum savings in data 
storage spend for a leading architectural firm.

Our 
clients.



For more information about our Digital MRI 

and how you can get started, give us a call.

§ Microsoft Teams, Planner and SharePoint
§ Enable your team to work remote and operate at 

100% anytime, anywhere. We can do this 
quickly and remotely. 

§ Process Automation
§ Streamline workflows and tasks with 

automation to save time and money. Develop an 
agility framework to operate lean.

§ Data Analytics
§ Analyse and re-structure your data capabilities 

to ensure your team can make effective, swift 
and real-time data-driven decisions.

Get 
started.

Enabling Digital Best Practice

redd.digital

enquiries@redd.digital

1300 697 333

Other services we provide:


